
CIS2390 PRACTICAL
Week 14

Important Warning
Some of the techniques we have discussed in this weeks teaching materials should not be 
used or practiced on any University network. To do so could result in instant suspension 
from the University.

Questions
1. Using the route command, list your kernel routing tables and determine how packets 

arriving in kernel space are routed. What is the address of your default gateway?

2. Use the traceroute command and determine how data is routed to the following serv-
ers:

a. a machine within the lab

b. the dionysus server at 161.112.192.27

c. the student web server at 161.112.232.211

d. the student mail server at 172.17.66.14

e. the blackboard server at 161.112.232.112

Using the above traceroute data, can you build up a partial picture of the University 
network?

3. Set the p0f command1 to listen and fingerprint for incoming connections on your default 
NIC. Now get another student to attempt to telnet to your machines IP address. What 
operating system does your colleague have?

4. You have been provided with a tcpdump of some network traffic. Use this data to an-
swer the following questions:

a. load the data into wireshark and examine it. Can you find any evidence of:

i. web traffic?

ii. TCP 3-way handshakes?

iii. established TCP connections being closed down?

iv. can you locate any usernames and passwords in the captured traffic?

v. can you work out what is happening during the telnet sessions?
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1 Note: in order to use p0f to sniff NIC traffic you will require root privileges!



b. use p0f to determine what can be learnt about the operating systems used in the 
captured traffic

c. using foremost, what can you learn from the application network data that has been 
captured?
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